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Information System Integrati on:
A Metadata Management Approach

Larry Kerschberg, Donal d Marchand, and Arun Sen
Department of Management Science

and
Institute of Information Management,

Technology, and Policy
University of South Carolina

ABSTRACT

This paper deal s with the integration and control of organ-
izational information systems. The framework for this
integration and control is that of Information Resource Man-
agement (IRM) - the management not only of information but
al so of the processes that specify, generate, di stri bute,
and consume information.

Within the context of IRM, the concept of metadata -- data
about data -- is introduced. A tool to manage metadata, the
Information Resource Dictionary System, is defined and a
data model and data architecture are presented for the
system. Al so, support tool s to aid in information integra-
tion are discussed. Lastly, the Enterprise Administration
function is proposed to ensure not only the proper use of
the Information Resource Dictionary System but also the im-
pl ementation of corporate i nformation system integration and
control policies.

INTRODUCTION access to a large, shared database
that is managed by a Database Man-

The evolution of corporate information agement System (DBMS). In addition, it
systems is being influenced by several might have several heterogeneous
potentially divisive trends that are applications developed usin  distinct
application specific. These trends are DBMS on distinct hardware. Decision
reshaping the nature and scope of cor- Support Systems aid strategic planners
porate information systems. In partic- in solving unstructured problems
ular, we are referring to Electronic (Sprague, 1980).
Data Processing Systems (EDP), Man-
agement Information Systems (MIS), De- Another important trend is that of
cision Support Systems (DSS), Office Office Information Systems, al so
Information Systems (OIS), and Per- cal 1 ed Office Automation Systems.
sonal Information Systems (PIS) . These systems are designed to improve

office productivity by providing a set
EDP Systems and Management Information of tools to support office activities.

* Systems address the record-oriented, These tools include word processing
transaction-processing, view of the for document preparation, electronic
world (Thierauf and Reynolds, 1982). A messaging for mail and document dis-
typical corporation may have several tribution, electronic "spreadsheets"
1 arge-scale appl ications, each having for decision support, and tools for
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activity management such as calendars, In the remainder of this paper, the
PERT, and reminder files. Typically, second section provides an historical
these OIS's are stand-alone systems, perspective on the evolution of infor-
or they may be loosely-coupled to the mation systems in organizations. The
corporate MIS. However, because OIS is third section discusses information
so new, its true relationship to MIS resource management as a framework for
is not clear. information i ntegrati on. The 1 ast sec-

tion presents our conclusions and sug-
gests areas of future research.An even newer phenomenon within the

corporation is the Personal Infor-
matlon System (PIS). It is not uncom- HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
mon to have executives bring personal
computers to the workplace. These com- In order to understand the evolution
puters al so have word processors, of information systems, it is impor-
personal filing systems, and the capa- tant to review the major concepts,
bility of interacting with corporate tool s, and management pol icies that
databases and those of the "infor- have influenced the development of
mation utilites." The relationship of modern information systems. In fact,
the PIS to the other information sys- we Will use the (concept, tool,
tems is unclear, and effective man- pol icy) paradigm to discuss major ad-
agement policy guildelines .will be vances.
needed to determine the evolution and
interrelationships of organizational The (concept, tool, policy) triple is
information systems. used to stress that an organization

perceives the need for a tool to sup-
port some organlzati onal concept. Once

The goal of this paper is to study the the tool is developed it must be man-
interrel ationships among EDP, MIS, OIS aged so as to be used effectively to
and PIS in a modern corporation. Of meet organizational goals. Oftentimes,
particular importance is the sharing the (concept, tool, policy) triple
of information. Information sharing is does not develop simultaneously. Fre-
important for several reasons: 1) to quently it is led by a new technol ogy
pl an for future information systems, in search of meaningful applications.
2) to support information systems com- Only later is the appropriate man-
munication, 3) to aid organizational agement pol icy instituted.
restructuring due to mergers, expan-
sions, etc., and 4) to institute ef- Stage 1 - Physical Control of

Informationfective control over information re-
sources.

The first stage in the development of
the information management function,

Our approach to information sharing is occurred from 1900-1960 and concerned
by means of information integration, the physical control of information.
that is, the management of knowledge Standard operating procedures were in-
(metadata) of the information re- stituted at the supervisory and middle
sources available to the organization. levels of management to manage: 1)
Thi s paper di scusses the concept of. records and reports, 2) mail and cor-
metadata management within the frame- respondence, 3) vital records, and 4)
work of information resource man- the corporate library.
agement. A tool to support metadata .
management, and the management struc- The triple which denotes this period
ture requi red to impl ement the concept is (physical control, manual tool s,
are presented. supervisory level management) .
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Stage 2 - Management of Automated to support this concept are not yet
Technol ogy available. Data dictionary sy stems

(DDS) - originally a subsystem of the
The advent of computers and thei r DBMS - should play a major role in the

appl ication in organizations led to a devel opment of tool s for the tripl e
sepa rate devel opment of the data proc- (data resource, DDS, Data Admini-

essing, telecommunications, and office stration). Data dictionary systems
administration functions. Each func- will be discussed in later sections.

tion had its own management structure.
Another important concept arising from
MIS research, and evolving in parallel

Initially, data processing applica- to data management, is the Deci si on
tions focused on automating routine, Support System (DSS) (Sprague, 1980).
repetitive applications. These systems Such systems are designed to aid decl-
are referred to as EDP systems and sion makers in unstructured probl em
Management Information Systems (MIS), sol vi ng. The tool s empl oyed by DSS i n-
and are designed to provide managerial clude mathematical programming pack-
support at the operational and tacti- ages, statistical packages, financial
cal levels of management. Henceforth, analysis programs, interactive query
we will not distinguish between EDP facilities, and graphics packages.
and MIS, and will simply refer to both Some of these tool s requl re a high
as MIS. The triple to denote these degree of training in their applica-
concepts is (data files, file systems, tion and effective use. In response to
systems manager). the need for trained specialists, man-

agement has instituted the information
As more and more applications were de- center - a group of experts, trained
vel oped, each supported by its own set in the use of specialized tools, who
of files, it became apparent that much help users to obtain and manipulate
of the data i n these fil es was redun- information for decision-support.
dant, and the need arose for data Thus, we have the triple (decision-
sharing. The notion of data sharing support, DSS, Information Center) to
allows several applications to access represent the influence of Decision
and manipulate a nonredundant pool of Support Systems.
shared data - the database. The tool
to support this concept is the Data- In the area of Off ice Information Sys-
base Management System (DBMS) with its tems (OIS), the key concept is the
facilities for data definition and ma- Integration of di verse medi a such as
nipulation, its view (subschema) mech- text, voice, image, and message to
anism to tailor a data representation support office activities and to auto-
to an appllcation's needs, and a con- mate the flow of information
currency control mechani sm to al 1 ow throughout the organization. Research
concurrent access to data whil e mai n- and devel opment in Office Information
taining data integrity. The management Systems (Morgan, 1980) has been direc-
function is' called Database Admini- ted toward 1) new hardware architec-
stration (DBA) (Gillinson, 1982). Our tures to support me li i nte.gnatign 2)
triple to denote this concept is (da- integrated software to support word
tabase, DBMS, DBA) . processing, electronic messaging, com-

puter conferencing, and personal com-
As organizations increasingly view putlng, and 3) office models (Ellis
data as a resource to be managed, the and Nutt, 1980) that support office
database administration function will concepts such as forms, form flows,
evolve to that of data administration. office procedures, etc. The triple we
Because th i s area i s so new, the tool s use to denote office automation is
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(media integration, OIS, Office Admin- mation utility for the PIS, or it
istration). might have an expanded role as soft-

ware supplier and software integrator.
Lastly, we have the growing influence These roles will be discussed shortly.
of personal workstations and personal
computers (PC) which office workers In this section we have focused on
can use to tap into the corporate in- three major trends affecting the cor-
fonmation system. The PC user may porate information system: management
obtain data from the corporate data- information and decision support sys-
base, and merge that data with data tems, office information systems, and
obtained from external information personal information systems. We now
utilities such as Dun and Bradstreet, turn to our proposed framework to in-
Standard and Poor, Dow/Jones, Compu- tegrate these various information sys-
Serve, and the Source, to create a tems.
personal information system. Although
the PC's have various tools such as
word processors, electronic spread- INFORMATION RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
sheets, database or personal file sys-
tems, and graphics, these act as In order to properly address the rela-
"stand-al one" tool s which shoul d be tionships among the various organ-
integrated. izational information systems, one

needs a framework in which to study
Another phenomenon i nvol vi ng personal the issues. We propose that the proper
computers is the availability of hard- framework is that of Information Re-
ware boards which plug into the PC to source Management (IRM).
make it look like another computer and
operating system for which a particu- The Database Directions III Workshop
lar software package has been written. (Gol df ine, 1982) , in its report "In-
Thus, we see the emergence of software formation Resource Management - Stra-
driving the purchase of hardware. Fur- tegies and Tools," defines IRM as:
ther, the cost of hardware is becoming
so inexpensive that one can posit the "Information Resources Management
universal personal computer. However, (IRM) is whatever policy, action,
the drawback is the multitude of oper- or procedure concerning infor-
ating systems, each having distinct mation (both automated or non-
file formats and organizations, and automated) which management estab-
thereby reinforcing the incompatibil- lishes to serve the current and
ity of software packages. future needs of the enterprise.

Such policies, etc., would include
In dealing with the personal computer consi derations of availability,
phenomenon, organizations have set up timeliness, accuracy, integrity,
consul tants to ai d users i n sel ecting privacy, security, auditability,
PC's and User Groups to share infor- ownership, use, and cost ef-
mation, programs, and to devel op fectiveness. "
future plans. Our triple to charac-
terize the personal computer in organ- Within the framework of IRM one is in-
izations is (personal information sup- terested not only in the information
port, PIS, User Groups). resource but also in the processes

which define, create, manipulate, dis-
Clearly, the relationship between the tribute, consume, archive, and even-
PIS and the organization ls not well- tually destroy information - the in-
defined. The organizati onal infor- formation life cycl e. Thus, IRM
mation system could act as an infor- focuses on all the processes which
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govern the organizational information quired to manage the metadata concept
resource. These processes may be quite and the associated IRDS tools.
diverse and, among others include:

IRM and Metadata
1) Database Design (Lum, et. al.,

1979), The "sel f-consci ous" examination of
2) Application Program Development IRM processes leads to the spec-

(Mylopoulos, Bernstein, and Wong, ification of metadata - data about
1978), data. We define metadata as follows:

3) Software Configuration Management
(Sibley, Scallan, and Cl emons, Definition 1: Metadata is a formal,
1981), implementation-independent description

4) Information System Documentation of the data and information objects
(Teichroew and Hershey, 1977), used by the enterprise. These objects

5) Information Systems Planning (Saka- may be database descriptions, data
moto and Ball, 1982), flles, forms, di rectories, programs,

6) Heterogeneous Database Communi- standard operating procedures, etc.
cation (Ozkarahan and Kerschberg,
1982), Thus, metadata, in its most general

7) Office System Specifications (Shu, context, is a compl ete descri ptl on of
et. al., 1982), and the enterprise - its data, procedures,

8) Information Requi rements Spec- policies and goal s. In most en-
ification (Davis, 1982; Sen and De, terprises, metadata is distributed
1981). throughout the organization and may be

in both manual and machine-readabl e
In order to manage IRM processes ef- form, as for exampl e, organizational
fectively, we must understand the un- charts, standard operating procedure
derlying events, activities, actions, manuals, job classification and re-
and data requi rements of these proc- sponsibility documents, tel ephone dl-
esses. rectories, paper forms, database de-

scriptions, program libraries and the
accumulated knowledge and expertise of

Since the IRM conceot 15 relatively key organizational figures.
new, the tool s and management pol icies
to support it are in their infancy We stress that enterprise experts play
(Horton and Marchand, 1982). The scope a key rol e i n a n organizati on because
of IRM is quite broad, so we wish to they distill knowledge of how the
focus on metadata, and the tools and organizati on really works, as compared
management functions to support meta- to how it was designed to function.
data management. In particular, we This discrepancy between the real and
propose a triple (metadata, Infor- ideal functioning of the enterprise
mation Resource Di cti ona ry Sy st em indicates the very real need for
(IRDS), Enterprise Administration). metadata management tools to increase
The following sections explore the organizational effectiveness (Black
notion of metadata and how it can be and Marchand, 1982). The next section
managed by an Information Resource introduces a key tool for metadata
Dictionary System (IRDS). Of particu- management.
lar interest is the data model for the
IRDS; its features are presented and a The Information Resource Dictionary
candidate model is proposed. System (IRDS)

Lastly, we define and devel op the En- Modern data dictionaries were origi-
terprise Administration function re- nally used i n conj unction with data-
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base management systems to serve as structs that address a specific infor-
repositories of information regarding mation environment - the database en-
1) data item definitions, 2) database vironment with objects such as data
descriptions (schemes and subschemes), items, records, files, databases,
3) database constrai nts, 4) program processes, modul es, and appropri ate
libraries and modules, etc. A survey predefined relationships among these
of data dictionary systems is provided objects. Therefore, it may be neces-
by Allen, et. al. (1982). As organ- sary to define a new class of data
izations focus on the IRM function, model s to support the IRDS. Bel ow we
the data dictionary is finding new expl ore the requi rements for the IRDS
applications in the form of the IRDS. data model :
Quoting once agaln from Goldfine 1) The Temporal Dimension - the "real
(1982) we have: world" 15 event-driven, and infor-

mati on systems must respond to both
"An Information _Resource Diction- external and internal events. Theary System (IRDS) is an infor- notion of time is intimately connected
mation system with automated sup- with events because it is important to
port which documents the infor- determine when events occur and thei rmation environment of an enter- (possible) duration. Thus, it is im-
prise, supports the operational portant to be able to specify events,
aspects of that information en- a temporal ordering among events, andvironment, illustrates the inter- possibly logical relationships among
rel ationships of the information events. Several researchers have pro-
environment components and docu- posed such mechanisms (Bubenko, 1980;ments the locations of all compo- Codd, 1979; De and Sen, 1982; Sen and
nents of the information environ- Kerschberg, 1983).ment. The Information Resource
Dictionary (IRD) is the actual da- 2) Enterprise Semantics - the IRDS
tabase mani pul ated by the IRDS data model must support a number of
software." information environments, each having

specialized concepts. Thus, the model
Clearly, the notion, scope, and propo- should provide facilities to define
sed capabilities of the IRDS make it such concepts. In addition to the data
an extremely powerful tool. At pre- abstraction mechanisms of aggregation
sent, the IRDS is a concept that must and general ization (Smith and Smith,
be developed into an effective tool. 1977), the model should provide for
In the following sections we address the speci f icati on of compl ex obj ects
the issues related to the features of (or conglomerates) that represents en-
such a system and explore several of terpri se obj ects such as forms and
them in-depth. In particular we wish form operations (Tsichritzis, 1980;
to address the following: 1982) as well as general ized transac-

tions triggered by events and in-
a) The IRDS Data Model vol vi ng congl omerates. Another impor-
b) The IRDS Architecture tant feature is the abil ity to model
c) IRDS Support Tools. the status of a compl ex object w ith

respect to the many transactions which
The IRDS Data Model may act upon it. Finally, the notion

of messages. (Hewitt, 1977; Langefors,
One of the drawbacks of data models of 1977) and message passing among con-
existing data dictionary systems is gl amerates is a useful modeling con-
that they either 1) support rather struct for some environments that
primitive modeling constructs, or 2) model the flow of information within
have a sizable collection of con- the organizati on.
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An IRDS data model, endowed with the ' part of the sal es-order-processing ac-
above modeling mechanisms, would sup- tivity. The "es-section" specifies
port a variety of information environ- events, possible component events, sy-
ments such as: management information nonyms (As-cl ause), and both temporal
systems, office information systems, and 1 ogi cal relationships among
personal information systems, the in- events. The uses-cl ause indicates
formation system devel opment process, which forms are used by events.
an information locator application,
etc. The "form-secti on" specifies opera-

tions and routings involving forms. It
A Candidate IRDS Data Model is assumed that the forms have been

defined previously by means of a form
In recent research in enterprise mod- management package. Notice that both
eling (Sen and Kerschberg, 1983) we when and where cl auses are used for
consider the enterprise as consisting event-dependent and data-dependent
of a collection of business functions. conditions, respectively.
Each of these functions, in turn, con-
sists of a collection of activities The "data-section" i s i ntended to cap-
with components at the three level s of ture the minimal number of data ab-
management - operational, tactical, stractions relevant to the view. In
and strategic (Anthony, 1965). Ac- this exampl e the properties "bonus-
tivities are specified as collections amount" and "date-approved" are ag-
of views which incorporate three as- gregated to the entity sets "item" and
pects: 1) organizational dynamics spe- "sal es-order", respectively. The over-
cified in terms of events, states and all database specification is obtained
their temporal and logical interrela- by integrating the collections · of
tionships, 2) forms, form operations, views for the various business func-
and fonm routings, and 3) data re- tions.
quirements expressed in terms of Func-
tional Data Model data abstractions This modeling approach leads to new
(Hecht and Kerschberg, 1981; Shipman, ways of thinking about their entities,
1981; Sibley and Kerschberg, 1977). thei r properties, and how they rel ate
Each view is performed at a particular to other entities. For example, enti-
workstation. ties "pick up" property val ues as they

are operated upon by the "real-worl d"
The view mechanism is a conglomerate - in fact we have a temporal history
of three distinct yet interrel ated of tne entity. The view mechanism
components: events, forms, and data. al 1 ows the model er to encapsul ate a
Events trigger actions which in turn collection of events, states, forms
operate on forms. Forms, in turn, may and operations. The flow of forms
be routed from station to station allows views to communicate and re-
(message passing) as a means of coor- quest service from other views.
dinating activities associated with a
business function. In addition, forms The IRDS Architecture
have attributes which take on data
val ues as they fl ow through the organ- In the context of the ANSI/SPARC
ization; the forms are data abstrac- three-schema database architecture
tions which are a source of data re- (Tslchritzis and Klug, 1977), each in-
qui rements for database support. formati on envl ronment woul d be model ed

as a collection of external schemas,
Figure 1 depicts a view called "spe- while the schema at the conceptual
cial-terms-approval " which is per- 1 evel woul d represent the integration
formed at the sal es-superv isor-desk as of the concepts from the external
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view special-terms-approval
workstation sales-supervisor-desk
activity sales-order-processing
activity level 1
hierarchy sales

es-section
event sales-order-form-arrives-in-intray

a s el
event sales-order-form-picked- from-intray

as e2
event order-approving as e3

composite components
item-approving as e31
bonus-accounting as e32
uses
-GiTes-order-form, bonus-form)

relationships
start e3 cause (e31 where

SOF.item-info.bonus = 'T')
231 and e32 cause end 23

form-section
form sales-order-form asSOF

route SOF to sales-order-desk
when end e3

form bonus-form as BF
forms-gp

update BF.bonus-total hz
let BF.bonus-total =

(BF.bonus-total +
SOF.item-info.qty * SOF.item-info.bonus)

when start e32 and
Where
for SOF.salesperson-id = BF.salesperson-id
and for each SOF.item-info,

SOF.item-info.bonus - 'T'

data-section

entityset item;
key (item) = (item-id);
bonus-amount: item€» dollars

association sales-order;
data-approved: sales-order-» date x time

end-view special-terms-approval

Figure 1. An Enterprise View
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Enterprise external views Enterprise external views
in MIS, DSS environments in OIS and PIS environments .

aternal KIS KIS DSS OIS OIS PIS1 21 1 2level , 1

Conceptual Enterprise view extending
level to all organizational

information systems ¥
\

' A \

  IRDS  

/

Internal DBMS structures to *
level support conceptual level

Figure 2. IRDS Architecture

schemas (Navathe and Schkolnick, , Once an enterprise external schema has
1978). Figure 2 depicts a three-schema been specified for an information en-
IRDS architecture. Thus, the interre- vironment, it can be mapped to a con-
lationships among information environ- ceptual level representation in terms
ments can be represented at the con- of a data model supported by a DBMS.
ceptual level of the IRDS. Figure 1 provides an external view for

(possibly) an MIS or OIS environment.
The enterprise model can be used to
support the various information envl- In order to show how the enterprise
ronments, for exampl e, the MIS, DSS, modeling concepts are mapped to the
OIS and PIS. Each environment has its conceptual level of our architecture,
own events, activities, views, forms we provide a Functional Data Model
and form routings. In this context (FDM) schema for the enterprise model,
forms are a very general notion that as depicted in Figure 3.
can represent computer reports, gra-
phics, a memo (letter), or a spread- An application in an information en-
sheet. vironment is represented by an enter-
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prise schema, i.e., the specification Support tools woul d access the
of business functions, activities and metadatabase to manipulate this infor-
views. In the mapping from the exter- mation to support IRM functions. These
nal to conceptual level, a view spec- tools, in effect, are metadatabase
ification w6ul d be transformed to "in- applications.
stances" or "occurrences" in the
entity sets in Figure 3, with the The proposed IRDS architecture is sim-
functions providing the relationships 11 ar to that of the System Encycl ope-
among the entity sets. dia Manager (SEM) (Teichrow, Macaso-

vic, Hershey, Yamamoto, 1980) of the
In the FDM schema of Figure 3, each ISDOS project. In addition, the Infor-
"bo><" denotes a set of entities, and matlon System Language Definition
is termed an entitv set. There are System (ISLDS) allows the user to
three types of arrows: single-headed, define a language to specify an infor-
double-headed, and those labeled mation environment. The underlying
"isal'. Single-headed arrows denote data model that supports the system is
si ngl e- val ued functions from the the Entity-Rel ati onship Model (Chen,
domain entity set to the range entity 1976).
set. For example, every view in VIEW
is "performed-at" exactly one work- Research in the use of the ISLDS to
station in WORKSTATION. Double-headed specify "rich" semantic data model s
arrows denote set-valued mappings, as comparable to the Enterprise and Func-
for exampl e, an activity in ACTIVITY ti onal Models has been inconclusive
is specified by one (or more) views in (Teichroew, Gennano, Luca, 1981). Al-
VIEW. The "isa" arrow denotes a gener- though one can express the syntax of a
al ization from a subtype entity set to language in terms of a data model (cf.
a supertype, as, for exampl e, REPORT Figure 3), it is more difficult to
"isal' FORM. capture the gperational (or behav-

loral) semantics. These would have to
Certain entity sets, such as ROUTING be expressed as transactions on the
and TRIGGER, actually represent asso- metadatabase.
clations (relationships) among other
entity sets. For exampl e, a routi ng Our IRDS architecture differs from the
entity in ROUTING signifies that an SEM in that, in addition to document-
"es-concept initiates a routing of a ing information requl rements, we
form from one workstati on to another. " expect the IRDS to pl ay an active rol e
Similarly, a trigger entity in TRIGGER in enterprise administration, as will
means that an "es-concept initiates a be discussed in the section entitled
trigger which performs a form opera- Enterprise Administration.
tion on a form." IRDS Support Tools
Lastly, the ci rcl ed names denote The IRDS support tool s are appl ica-
tokens (singleton sets). For example, tions that access and manipulate the
START, END, and THEN are specific in- (meta)database schema,of Figure 3 sup-
stances of temporal es-rel ationships ported at the conceptual level of the
used to relate es-concepts. Note also IRDS architecture depicted in Figure
that, for the sake of clarity, many 2.
entity set properties (functions) have
been omitted. Al though the range of possi bl e support

tools is vast, we will focus on tools
The conceptual schema in Figure 3 is a to support information integration in
representation of enterprise metadata MIS, DSS, OIS and PIS. In particular
that can now be managed by a DBMS. we examine the areas of:
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• Heterogeneous Information System to the appropriate MIS to obtain the
Communication, names, salaries and skills of those

• OIS Scheme Analysis, empl oyees. Second, the IRDS woul d de-
• A PIS Information Center. termine the appropriate query language

to be used for each system, and format
Heterogeneous Information System the subqueries for processing. Thus,
Communication the IRDS must have detailed infor-

mation regarding the location of the
There is a growing need for diverse, desi red i nformati on, and the 1 ocal da-
heterogeneous information systems to tabase system characteristics, e. g.,
communicate. A large corporation may data model, database schema, query
have several 1 arge-scal e appl icati ons, language, etc.
developed independently on distinct
hardware and running under distinct
DBMS's. These applications, however, Organizations will rely increasingly
may support a single business func- on external information provided by
tion, say service-order-processing. In information utilities. This infor-

mation will arrive in a pre-specifiedaddition, the corporation may wish to
integrate these applications by having

format (e.g., a VisiCalc ledger sheet)
the databases communicate. The IRDS's and will have to be convered by the
role is one of coordinator ; the enter- IRDS into formats requi red by the var-

ious information environments. Theprise model captures both temporal and
behavioral semanics of the business converse translation will occur when
function. The forms to invoke transac- an internal query requests external
ti ons at such application would be information from one or more util i-

ties.stored in the IRDS, and appropriate
- data transl ations among the databases

woul d be handl ed by the IRDS. Admittedly, the task of specifying di-
verse information environments is dif-

In another context, we may consider ficult. The authors are involved in athe organizational MIS and OIS as ex- study to impl ement an Information
amples of heterogeneous information Locator System for the state of South
systems. Both may contain related in- Carolina. We intend to use the pardigm
formation about the same enterprise of the Enterprise Model and the IRDS
entity. For example the MIS may con- architecture to guide us in obtaining
tai n empl oyee records which incl ude information requirements and struc-
name, salary, medical history, skills, turing the system. The experience ob-
etc. On the other hand, the OIS may tai ned through this project will hel p
contain reports and memos written by us to formul ate a methodol ogy for the
these employees. The IRDS metadatabase Enterprise Model and to aid in devel-
schema can support a query of the oping a prototype implementation.
form:

"Find the names and skills of em- OIS Schema Analysis
ployees who have written memos or re-
ports on the subject of information The enterprise model of the IRDS is
utilities." well-suited to represent business

functions in terms of actlviti es re-
The IRDS would first decompose the presented by views. The metadatabase
query into two subqueries, one to the schema can support various applica-
OIS to obtain employee identifiers for tions for schema analysis. Several re-
those having written on the subject of presentations of OIS schemas are
information utilities, and the second useful. They are:
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1) A diagram (Sen and Kerschberg, 2) IRDS subscription forms for infor-
1983) showing the flow of forms from mation utilities would allow the user
workstation to workstation for one or to create a Drofile of interests so
several (superimposed) business func- that the IRDS could route copies of
tions. This diagram can be generated rel evant external ly obtai ned i nfor-
from the ROUTING entity set and as- mation to theworkstation.
sociated entity sets such as BUSINESS
FUNCTION, ACTIVITY, VIEW, WORKSTATION, 3) IRDS messaging and data translation
ES-CONCEPT, AND FORM. Recall that ES- facilities would allow documents to be
RELATIONSHIP specifies the logical and sent from and received at the PIS
temporal interrel ati onships among en- workstation. Thus, the IRDS must
titles in ES-CONCEPT. transl ate among diverse document for-

matting languages on di fferent types
2) An event-state diagram (De and Sen, of hardware.
1981; Sen and Kerschberg, 1983) to
show the temporal and 1 ogical rel a- 4) The PIS would have some database
tionships among the ES-CONCEPT enti- management capabilities for local da-
ties for a view. tabase support, and, in addition,

would have access to corporate data-
3) An event-driven simulator (Nutt and bases through the IRDS. Data would be
Ricci, 1981) to estimate the workl oad requested by means of forms and the
on each of the workstations. queries woul d be handl ed by the IRDS.

The resul ti ng information woul d be
4) A schema restructuring tool to provided according to a user-specified
allow the merging and splitting of fonnat. The IRDS, in turn, could moni-
view for office streaml ining (Cook, tor database usage for reporting
1980). purposes.

The above tools present different as-
pects of an OIS environment, each ob- Enterprise Administration
tained from transformations of the me-
tadatabase. The Informati on Resource Dictionary

System (IRDS) is the tool component of
the triple (metadata, IRDS, Enterprise

A PIS Information Center Administration). Since the IRDS is an
integrated repository of enterprise

The IRDS can play an active role in it ofknowledge, has the potential
linking a personal information system serving as an integration and control
to the organizational information mechani sm for organizational infor-
system. Bel ow we outline some of the mation systems. The Enterprise Admini-
services provided by the IRDS: stration function is the management

function that oversees the use of the
1) The PIS Starter Kit consists of a IRDS in the organization.
set of programs, downl oaded f rom the
corporate information system or sup- Recent articles suggest the role of
plied via floppy-disk, to make the new Enterprise Administrator (EA) (Dur-
workstation a part of the overall or- chholz and Will, 1982; Gol dfine,
ganizational information system. In- 1982). This role will evolve in con-
cluded in the starter kit would be junction with the expanding role of
file transfer programs and a menu- IRDS in the organization. We study the
driven information-service dictionary/ enterprise administration function for
di rectory to organizational infor- two cases: a passive IRDS and an
mation resources. active IRDS (Kent, 1980).
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Enterprise Administration With CONCLUSIONS
Passive IRDS

This paper has focused on the need for
corporate information system integr-

In the early stages of IRM, the IRDS ati on. The tri pl e (metadata, Infor-
will play a oassive role, that is, it mation Resource Dictionary System, En-
will be consulted to support infor- terprise Administration) denotes the
mation management decisions. During concept, tool and management function,
this phase the EA will be a consultant respectively, needed to impl ement such
to the Chief Information Officer. The integration.
EA would be a liaison not only with
the existing functions of Database Ad- Through a better understanding of me-
ministration, Data Administration, and tadata, that is, data regarding infor-
Network Controller, but also with the mation and the processes governing in-
evolving functions of Office .Admini- formation usage, one can design infor-
stration (in the context of OIS) and mation i ntegrati on tool s. The primary
PIS Administration. tool is the IRDS, an information

system to support information resource
management. The IRDS data model, with

The EA would 1) provide impact studies its view mechanism to capture events,
of proposed applications, 2) propose states, form operations and routings
interfaces among existing systems to as well as data abstractions, permits
promote information sharing, 3) assist the information model or to describe
in enterprise. schema analysis for information environments.
reorganization and streamlining, and
4) assist auditors in understanding The IRDS three-schema architecture
existing applications (Durchholz and al 1 ows several information environ-
Will, 1982). ments to be integrated at the con-

ceptual 1 evel by means of the functi 0-
nal database schema. This schema can

Enterprise Administration With also be used to build support tools
Active IRDS (appl ications) to effect the i nte-

gration of management, office, and
personal information systems.

An active IRDS would control the de-
vel opment, mai ntenance, and i ntegr- The role of Enterprise Administration
ation of information systems. There- will evolve from a passive, consulta-
fore, Enterprise Administration will tive role to an active, vital role as
be a 1 ine function. The organizational the IRDS matures from its role of
chart for the various administration serving.as a simple repository of me-
functions is shown in Figure 4. The tadata to actual ly controlling infor-
rol e of the EA woul d be those spe- mation resources.
cified in earlier, and, in addition,
the following: 1) control the evolu- Metadata management and Enterprise Ad-
tion of enterprise applications in- ministration are seen as a first step
cluding the IRDS, 2) provide standards in the development of knowledge man-
and protocol s for interfaces to ex- agement in an organization, where the
isting internal and external infor- primary focus is no longer exclusively
mation systems, 3) provide enterprise on the physical control of data re-
information services to users through sources and technol ogy, but on the
the IRDS, and 4) control procurement actual content and use of information
of hardware and software according to within management and operations. In-
corporate IRM policies. creasingly, managers in business or-
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Enterprise
Administration

Data Office
Administration Administration

-database -records management
administration -office procedure management

-data dictionary -office schema management
development

-data security
-IRDS applications

Network Personal Computing
Control Services

-telecommunication -interface management
software and standards -data translation support

-time-sharing -access authorization
-local-area networks -starter kit
-long-haul networks -software stockroom
-gateways to information

utilities

Figure 4. Enterprise Administration

ganizations will define organizational knowledge management will become an
productivity on the basi s of how wel 1 essential management attribute and in-
they guide their business in the ac- fl uence the basic operati ng phil osophy
quisition and use of knowledge. How of senior managers in the firm.
knowledge is applied to products and
markets will determine the long-term
expansion or contraction of the firm's REFERENCES
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